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Attention: Jaime Martin 

Dear Sir 

PORT WARATAH COAL SERVICES, PACIFIC NATIONAL AND QUEENSLAND RAIL 
APPLICATIONS FOR AUTHORISATION [A91068 - A910701 - INTERESTED PARTY INTERIM 
AUTHORISATION SUBMISSION 

We refer to you letter dated 19 November 2007 in relation to the above application for authorisation 
(Application). 

Please note that capitalised terms used in this submission have the same meaning as in the Application. 

Subject to resolution of the issues below, Hunter Valley Energy Coal Pty Ltd (HVEC) supports in principle 
a whole of system capacity allocation approach. 

HVEC is generally opposed to capacity allocation systems, as it has always been our view that the best 
approach to addressing capacity issues is to move quickly to expand rail and coal loading capacity. 

In regard to the proposed VQMS, should that system be approved, HVEC believes the following issues 
need to be addressed: 

Prior to implementation of the Vessel Queue Management System (VQMS) as described in the 
Application, we require resolution of the following issues which are essential to HVEC's understanding 
and assessment of the impact and operation of the proposed VQMS: 

1. Allocation of Coal Chain Capacity to Rail Providers and port capacity to Producers under the 
VQMS will be determined on the basis of the "lesser of the port and rail" contracts. That is: 

a. a Rail Provider's share of available capacity will be determined on a pro rata basis 
according to the aggregate of the Provider's customers contracted volumes; and 

b. after the Rail Providers determine their respective customers' rail allocations based on 
the individual haulage agreements, PWCS will load such amounts provided the amount 
is within the original binding port nominations. 

Essential to the calculation of a Producer's rail and port allocation is the calculation of the 
aggregate contracted rail volumes and the aggregate contracted port volumes. Variation in the 
aggregate figures will have a very significant impact on the port capacity allocated to an individual 
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Producer. The Application does not disclose the aggregate contracted rail volumes and it is 
therefore difficult for HVEC to make a proper assessment of the proposed VQMS. 

The VQMS flexibility mechanisms as described in the Submission and VQMS Communication 
Pack issued to Producers via e-mail on 26 November 2007 are inadequate. Whilst flexibility 
provisions are noted with regard to the Loading Allocation (+/- 90kt per quarter) there is zero 
flexibility for Rail Allocation. It is essential that effective and adequate flexibility mechanisms are 
provided for the rail allocation in the VQMS in order to ensure that all available capacity is utilised. 
The information provided by the Service Providers (PWCS, Pacific National and Queensland Rail) 
to date indicates that any flexibility for rail allocation would be on the basis of private transfer 
arrangements only between Producers and Rail Providers in order to balance capacity. 

We consider that it is necessary for rail allocation to adopt the same flexibility tonnage allowance 
as the PWCS loading allocation (that is, +/- 90kt per quarter and the ability to roll over the 
tonnage to the following quarter). 

3. The Submission attached to the Application states on page 10 that one of the reasons that it is 
proposed that the VQMS is implemented for one year is that it will give the industry the 
opportunity to "road test" the whole of system capacity allocation approach and producers will be 
able to determine how the system affects them individually and whether modifications may be 
required. The VQMS does not include a mechanism for feedback from the industry or individual 
producers nor does it commit the Rail Providers and PWCS to consult with and give due 
consideration to producer/industry concerns with the VQMS. Such a mechanism must be explicit 
in the VQMS. 

We also note PWCS reference on page 5 and 6 of its Submission to the "common user" provisions of its 
Kooragang Island lease with the NSW Government. The common user provisions are not relevant to the 
VQMS, which intended to alleviate (in part) insufficient capacity at the Newcastle port, which is the result 
of a lack of adequate investment in expansion by PWCS. The common user provisions have been the 
subject to recent consideration by the NSW Government, who determined that such provisions should 
remain in place. 

We request that you keep us informed about the progress of this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

Eduard Haegel 
Chief Operating Officer - Hunter Valley Energy Coal 

Copy: Peter O'Grady 
Rob Gough 
Rachel Agnew 
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